Harry Potter Project
Secondary Characters
Miss Stephens

List of characters:

- Luna Lovegood
- Neville Longbottom
- Draco Malfoy
- Ginny Weasley
- Tom Riddle
- Rubeus Hagrid
- Albus Dumbledore
- Severus Snape

For this project, you will be working in a group of three. Your group will do a project in which you will create a life-size two-dimensional reproduction of a secondary character in the Harry Potter series. The characters are listed above. Once you have chosen your character, you will do the following:

- Trace the outline of a person
  - You may hand-draw a life-size depiction of your character or choose someone from your group to trace
- Add as much detail or color to the poster as you like

Once this part is complete, you will begin researching this character throughout the Harry Potter series to gather as much information about them as possible. You will be writing in and around your person on your poster. The next page has the writing requirements.

This project will be worth 50 points and will be due on April 24th.

Be creative with this and have fun!
-Head- What is the character’s internal conflict throughout the series? What decisions does the character struggle with?

-Shoulders- What burden do they carry around with them? What are they constantly thinking about? (guilt, responsibility)

-Heart- What is he or she like? What are his/her personality traits?

-Gut- What motivates them? What are the reasons why he/she acts the way they do?

-Hands- Who has this person figuratively touched? Have they touched anyone’s life in a good way or a bad way?

-Leg/Legs- What has this character’s journey been like? What is their history? (Can be a list -not complete sentences)

-Also-list ten facts about them around the outside of their body

*does not need to be in complete sentences